Abstract. The design of an object-oriented operating system (OOOS) involves the design of a model that governs the objects method execution. In this paper we show the design of an OOOS based in an OO abstract machine: specifically, the design of the computational model. We propose the adoption of an active object model and we think reflectivity is a helpful tool to achieve a flexible OO computational system.
Introduction
The aim of the OVIEDO3 1 [1] project is to develop an OO integral system where every layer is designed and developed using the OO paradigm. The two lowest layers are an abstract machine, named Carbayonia, and an Operating System (OS), named SO4. The computational system of SO4 defines an active object model and extends the default behavior of Carbayonia in some areas by means of reflectivity.
The Computational Model: Reflectivity
Carbayonia is the lowest support level. It provides objects with the most basic mechanisms for the execution of their methods: 1. Basic classes. Their execution is atomic, without interruption, and synchronization is not necessary. The Thread class is one of the basic classes.
Instructions for method invocation (call) and exception handling (handle, throw).
SO4 provides objects with the mechanisms needed to define the behavior of their environment and modify or extend it if needed. We think reflectivity is a fundamental concept to get it. SO4 defines a set of OS classes and extends the Object class defined by Carbayonia, allowing user objects to construct some aspects of the execution environment. There are some projects, like ApertOS [2] and Merlin [3] , studying the use of reflectivity to design and construct OS, abstract machines, languages, ...
Object Environment
Reflectivity is used to extend the machine behavior and is expressed attaching to an object a set of objects, which will be named the object environment.
The key idea in the design will be to divide the object world in two levels: base level (where base objects exist) and meta-level (where meta-objects exist). Each one of the meta-objects will describe some aspect of the base-level behavior of the object. Control is transferred to the meta-object when some specific events (method invocation, exceptions, ...) happen.
In the first stage of our system, the object environment is composed by the following meta-objects: 1. Concurrence: It defines the synchronization policy specific to the object. 2. Scheduler: It defines the scheduling policy the base object applies to its tasks. 3. Communication: It takes charge to send, receive and manage the messages.
